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variousthe materialise magics software covers all of your needs in various offices within the same device. it is easy to replace your current
equipment with the materialise magics software, which means that you can enjoy flexible equipment, maximum up-time and greater productivity.
this is, in addition to our high quality and reliability. theoretical conclusionsthe theoretical conclusions and practical guidelines in our manuals -
which can be found on our website - help you make the right decisions for your business, at any time. this means that you can make informed
choices regarding the purchase and future potential of your office copiers, based on the correct business circumstances. applications the
materialise magics software is available for a range of office equipment including copy machines, printers and faxes, which can be found on our
website. all of the included office software applications have a different function. solutions for the 21st century:-convert files to stl: from 3d cad to
stl and many editing options-repair errors: find, correct and repair imported files-edit your design: extend, rotate, zoom, move or transform objects-
assist you in the optimization of your parts: size, support, material properties, surface etc.-correct imported parts and support generation: size
match, support, booleans and offset milling-analyse your stl file: non-manifold edges, curvatures, supports, prints, metric/english, unwrapping and
slicing-group objects: separation of objects and file manipulation.-clean up your data: remove unnecessary data and repair stls.-create your own
works: hot gluing, strong glue, bolt, key or hole
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